
05158: "only managing to take a nice walk with the kids in the south of rotterdam

following myrthe there to assess one of her students doing an internship and then

having to keep in our village with the pandemic kicking in again and a total

lockdown being imposed but also spending much time cutting metal and welding it in

preparation of my museum in the alps and reducing my time walking around to only

when myrthe is working and i have the kids thus not really taking trips in the

weekend but staying home"

10173: "people met while in a village south of the garda lake waiting for august

to arrive by plane and photographing the owner of a very small restaurant who got

us a meal a christamas eve and the father of the owner of the bed and breakfast

where we stayed to later make it to milan to pick august and exploring the city

going first to china town talking to a lady there and then discovering a nice road

and getting to chat with the sicilian chestnut street seller meeting later a girl

dressing like santa handing out fliers by the navigli and some folk met during

breakfast like a guy visitng his young daughter living with her mother and a

musician going to a spa"

01204: "spending the month working really hard both taking care of my kids as well

as my project now setting up a metal workshop in the backyard of our dutch house

and beginning the cutting and welding up of the textures for my alpine museum but

then getting halted by one neighbour due to the excessive noise and thinking of a

way to reduce the sound and mostly resuming my normal life working a lot on the

editing on my thesis and taking advantage of myrthe's christmas holiday letting

her do more of the domestic work i do when she works"

08139: "fable improvised around a frigate bird after watching a documentary about

it and being impressed about its red big chest and playing off around this feature

turning it into a transsexual at last ending up in an island and getting abused

their by the female counterparts to then be left caring of all the frigate chicks"

17123: "clouds observed at first while in culemborg with myrthe but then spending

quite some time in the august apartment in stockholm enjoying the winter there and

the clouds with increasingly more daylight and the possibility to be out"

04145: "a period feeling at first rather happy to have myrthe on holiday and

taking advantage to work more thoroughly on my project finding quite some peace of

mind writing my thesis but then also getting quite unstable with the prospect of

getting new tenants in the venice apartment who are not willing to pay the rent"

09147: "recording now less thoughts taking less walks with quite some work to be

done welding the textures in the backyard yet still be quite regular in recording

my thoughts while walking to the supermarket but again unable to fully concentrate

feeling perhaps that neighbours might listen to me or having my small kids along"

10174: "still people met while staying in a small village south of garda lake like



the owner of a big hotel turned into a cheap bed and breakfast and her sicilian

hipster  boyfriend  turning  the  garden  into  a  wood  chopping  site  and  while  in

vicenza with my small daughter seeking to be hosted by my mother after our stove

broke  in  the  mountains  meeting  some  street  musicians  and  beggers  but  also  a

swedish german couple with a small kid and my mother cleaning lady who escaped her

violent sicilian husband in milan"

12222: "reading the news very regularly and finding a lot of violence in africa

and in muslim countries with the media fully focused in covering mostly north

american  news  such  as  the  capitol  hill  insurrection  only  causing  a  bunch  of

deaths"

08140: "improvising a fable playing with the very word of the toucan making a two

toucans fable and later turning the toucan into one pharoh  toucankhamun like a

weather van rooster on top of his pyramid"

02183: "a period working in the evening at my thesis and being unable to remember

my dreams with too much editing on the computer screen but at times also getting

affected by the reading of robert graves' war account and also the working i am

doing in the backyard such as metal welding and the building of a whole new shed

for metal cutting with my neighbours being upset about it but also at times

listening  to  history  podcasts  and  disabling  my  faculty  to  remember  using  my

girlfriend's headphones" 

12223: "for several days finding no casualties in the world but the suddenly

reading about a lot of violence occurring in many african countries but also quite

some weather related casualties in indonesia"

09148: "a period with quite a lot of thoughts in my head especially after building

a  shed  to  reduce  the  noise  from  my  metal  cutting  machine  upsetting  a  dutch

neighbour and still really not able to fully think through my thoughts with both

my kids being quite demanding during our walks together and often feeling i could

be heard by a passerby"

14161: "back to my housewife role in the netherlands getting ideas spending the

days with my kids walking around and going to playgrounds  picking together the

many autumn berries and reflecting our days in the ideas but also getting ideas at

night unable to sleep with them crying or for a short period with back pain"

14162:  "still  getting  ideas  spending  more  time  with  my  kids  with  their  mom

starting to work full time and with a second wave of the pandemic setting in and

visiting a few other cities for the last time getting ideas there and in sweden

where i managed to visit august before a new lockdown"

06192: "beside biking livia to her little friend tom doing a lot of exercise

setting up a whole new shed to try to make less noise when cutting metal and



really sweating hard having to put it up all by myself and with the recycled

material i got mostly from our neighbours who are renovating the house across the

street but also going at night to pick material from a container in front of a

shop closing down due to the pandemic and reaching a peak of fatigue having to

lift and put the ceilling all by myself"


